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COIL 2022, Week 1
• Department of World Languages and Cultures, Salem State 

University

• Department of English, French and German Philology, Universidad de 
Oviedo

• February 8, 2022, 1:40-2:55  (ET)

•



 for today:
• to exchange concrete expressions of each 

others’ culture

• to learn specific cultural behaviors 

• to familiarize with students and places from the 
exchange country university and region

• to get acquainted with each other at a personal 
level

• to exchange other alternative modes and times 
for interaction



Agenda
• Share specific behaviors of each culture and facts about the 

region in small groups (20 min.)

• Populate slides with favorite places photos in each group

• Populate whole group slide with interesting cultural and 
historical facts  (20 min.)



Instructions to get to  
google slides:

• Look in the chat and open the link
• Visit the website that opens



Instructions for the group:
Introduce yourself to the members of the group

Choose a facilitator and time manager. The facilitator 
makes sure that everybody contributes and the time 
manager keeps the conversation flowing along each 
point within the time frame.

Have the facilitator write your team participants on slide 
6

Talk about the answers to the questions on slides 7, 8 
and the questions you may have on slide 9.

Individually, take notes on things that stand out to you or 
surprise you to share in the bigger group

Place your group images and facts  in slides 10-17



Group Names
Group Members

Examples: Juan, Mary, Maria and John

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. 

7.

8



Concrete Expressions
Oviedo:

1.   What is your academic calendar, schedule?

2.   How many   courses do you take/ How long is your degree?

3.   How large are your classes?  What format do they have?

4.   How big is your University?

6.   What is the typical grade break out in a course? % pass/ % fail

7.   How much is your tuition?

Salem:

1.   What is your academic calendar, schedule?

2.   How many   courses do you take/ How long is your degree?

3.   How large are your classes?  What format do they have?

4.   How big is your University?

6.   What is the typical grade break out in a course? % pass/ % fail

7.   How much is your tuition?



Recognized Behaviors
Oviedo:
1.     How do people greet one another?

2.     What are the attitudes toward parents and elderly?

3.     What do students do for recreation?

4.     Do students live in dorms, shared apartments or family home?

5.     How do you celebrate local holidays?

6.     Students favorite activities during free times

7.     Popular TV series, music

Salem:
1.     How do people greet one another?

2.     What are the attitudes toward parents and elderly?

3.     What do students do for recreation?

4.     Do students live in dorms, shared apartments or family home?

5.     How do you celebrate local holidays?

6.     Students favorite activities during free times

7.     Popular TV series, music



What do you still want to know about 
the other students’ region after your 

own at home exploration?
After Oviedo’s region individual exploration prior to this meeting, share one 

interesting thing/fact that you learned about your partners’ region. Ask any 

questions to the Oviedo students. 

After Salem’s region individual exploration prior to this meeting, share one 

interesting thing/fact that you learned about your partners’ region.  Ask any 

questions to the Salem.

Each group write one fact about each region in your photo group slide



Group 1
Your place: Post at least one image and a fact of a place in each 
region/country that is significant .
Your conversation: Post any comment that was exciting/surprising for 
the group after your initial exchange.

fun fact: escanciar sidra

The Halloween & 
Witch Trial cultural 
events and places- 
How people that 
live there 
experience it vs. 
tourists.



Group 2
Your place: Post at least one image and a fact of a place in each 
region/country that is significant .
Your conversation: Post any comment that was 
exciting/surprising for the group after your initial exchange.

Our group was surprised by the price 
difference for college in Spain compared to 
the U.S. College in Spain is about 700 euros, 
which is equivalent to 800 USD.



Group 3
Your place: Post at least one image and a fact of a place in each 
region/country that is significant .
Your conversation: Post any comment that was 
exciting/surprising for the group after your initial exchange.

● The CoVerified app and how we use it was surprising 
● Tuition cost for school
● Schedules for classes



Group 4
Your place: Post at least one image of a place in each region/country that 
is significant to you. Write a very brief explanation in the speaker notes 
below.
 Your conversation: Post any comment that was 
exciting/surprising for the group after your initial exchange.

We were all surprised that we watched the same shows, especially Euphoria. A lot of our 
experiences in college are very similar. 

We chose a picture of downtown Salem on 
Halloween. When talking about this in our 
group, we made sure to mention how busy it 
gets! 



Group 5
Your place: Post at least one image and a fact of a place in each 
region/country that is significant .
Your conversation: Post any comment that was 
exciting/surprising for the group after your initial exchange.

The Salem Witch Trials of 1692  where 20 people were 
accused of witchcraft and it  gave Salem its name for the 
Halloween capital  of  the country. 

Something we found surprising was that Halloween is 
not widely liked in Spain, but is getting popular in 
recent years.  In Spain there is another celebration 
where people get in costumes called Carnaval which is 
celebrated in February



Group 6
Your place: Post at least one image and a fact of a place in each 
region/country that is significant.
Your conversation: Post any comment that was exciting/surprising 
for the group after your initial exchange.

Salem State:
● Salem Willows

○ Park, arcade, beach. Great food! Chop suey at Salem Lowe, which serves very American Chinese food. 
Oviedo:

● Oficialidá is a social movement advocating for asturiano/bable to be granted the status of official language 
within the Principality of Asturias

Something…
● Surprising

○ About Oviedo – I was surprised that one student in our group’s year only costs 1,000 euro.
● Exciting

○ About Oviedo - It’s exciting that so many people are in the university of Oviedo! Seven campuses 
across three cities.



Group 7
Your place: Post at least one image and a fact of a place in each 
region/country that is significant.
 Your conversation: Post any comment that was 
exciting/surprising for the group after your initial exchange.

We all live or go to school in historic and important regions, but sometimes the best part is experiencing the food.

Gascona, especially known for its cider!

Bagel World, a small bakery near Salem 
State that many students frequent.



Group 8
Your place: Post at least one image and a fact of a place in each 
region/country that is significant.
Your conversation: Post any comment that was 
exciting/surprising for the group after your initial exchange.
 

Covadonga, Asturias. 

Salem, MA

The University of Oviedo was built in 1574, which is older than the United States by 200 years. Salem State 
University used to be a teaching school.



The whole class
 Oviedo Salem

    

Interesting
- the area of Oviedo is known for it’s cider- there 

are very popular places to try foods and drink 
cider 

- There are 4 official languages spoken; many 
younger generations are reclaiming speaking 
older languages that were not as used before 

● Bagel World, similar to Quemedas

Surprising - The university was built in 1574- that’s even 
before the US existed! wow! 

- There are specialty stores that include American 
and British foods-including bagels! 

- The University of Oviedo is much bigger than 
SSU

- Halloween is not as popular in Spain, there is a 
carnival where people dress up to celebrate 

● Salem is considered the Halloween capital because 
of the Salem Witch Trials

● Different covid rules
● There’s a satanic temple ??

Other - Tuition is much cheaper for most students-
- students in Spain pay every month for tuition 

(taxes are higher but healthcare and education is 
more accessible) so tuition rates are much lower.

- Music is very different- there is a large use of 
bagpipes 

● Lower taxes make tuition fees more expensive


